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ABSTRACT: This paper analyzes the problems of research and graphical reconstruction of little-known log cliffside architecture. Its uniqueness lies in the opportunity it provides for a highly accurate reconstruction of multistoried wooden architecture from the ninth to thirteenth centuries, the period from which there are no extant
examples of wooden buildings. This is possible due to the thousands of cliffside traces chiselled into the rock
surface of the large stone outcrops to receive the ends of logs and support beams for the wooden structures.
Previous investigations by archaeologist Mykhailo Rozhko are being reviewed, reanalyzed and supplemented
with new approaches and technologies such as laser scanning, three-dimensional modelling, geographic information system and computer-assisted design.

THE NOTION OF CLIFFSIDE ARCHITECTURE
Until recently the phenomenon of log cliffside architecture has received little academic research attention. Its
uniqueness lies in the opportunity it provides for a highly accurate (up to 90% reliability) reconstruction of multistoried wooden architecture – in the case of Tustan’ (Fig. 1) - from the ninth to thirteenth centuries, the period
from which there are no extant examples of wooden buildings. This is possible due to the thousands of cliffside
traces - channels and holes chiselled into the rock surface of the large stone outcrops to receive the ends of
logs and support beams for the wooden structures. These cliffside traces are the main source of information for
the form, plan and vertical structure of early log construction. There are four known examples of log cliffside
architecture in Western Ukraine: Tustan’, Bubnyshche, Rozhirche, Pidkamin’, with no known surviving analogues
in all of Europe (Rozhko 1996; Rozhko et al. 2006). Cliffside architecture reflects a high level of building culture
of the ninth-thirteenth centuries not only in the centre of the Kyivan Rus’ empire, but also on its periphery. For
example, the wooden architecture of Tustan’ experienced five major building periods. In the thirteenth century its log defensive walls were 13-15 metres in height, and a five-story residential structure built alongside and
on the stone outcrop reached the height of 25 metres. The State Historic-Cultural Preserve Tustan’ was created
in 1994 to protect, research and promote Tustan’ and its surrounding territory; the other cliffside architecture
monuments of Western Ukraine are not preserved in any way.
MYKHAILO ROZHKO’S RESEARCH SYSTEM
Graphic reconstructions of cliffside architecture were made by the late archaeologist Mykhailo Rozhko (19392004). He developed a complex research system during his long-term exploration of Tustan’ and the analogous sites in Western Ukraine. The largest stone outcrop and its architectural traces – Kamin’ (The Rock) - of Tustan’ is the most investigated among the known examples of cliffside architecture, so it will be used as an example in this paper. It was impossible to apply traditional fixation methods to document the rock faces
containing the traces of wooden construction because of the difficult mountain relief, the large dimensions of
the rock outcrops, their considerable height above ground (up to 87 metres), their irregular shapes and the
complex spatial disposition of cliffside traces in different surfaces and levels (Fig. 2).
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Figure 1: Graphical reconstruction of the fortress Tustan’ on Kamin’ (The Rock), Phase V, view from the south
(left); illustration of the channels chiselled into the vertical faces of the stone outcrop Kamin’ to receive the log
structure of the south fortification wall; (reconstruction by M. Rozhko, drawing by R. Yablonskyy)
The research system developed by Mykhailo Rozhko included: geodetic survey of the larger territory (with sections for analysis of difficult relief); architectural and geodetic measurements of rock volumes and traces of log
constructions (executed with telescopic alidade, theodolite, tape-measure, phototheodolite, phototachymetre); a full inventory of the chiselled architectural traces; generation of plans of important parts of the stone
outcrop on different levels; archeological excavations; conjectural graphical reconstructions of the log structures through the five phases identified.
CONTEMPORARY METHODS OF RESEARCH AND GRAPHICAL RECONSTRUCTION
Continuing the investigations of the log cliffside architecture so extensively carried out by Mykhailo Rozhko, the
State Historic-Cultural Preserve Tustan’ was confronted with a number of difficulties. The architectural and
geodetic measurements carried out by Mykhailo Rozhko were very time-consuming and required special
climbing equipment and specialists trained in alpine techniques (Fig. 3). The direct manual measurements
taken to establish three-dimensional (3D) point coordinates for the thousands of chiselled architectural traces
on the stone outcrop do not fit well with modern attempts to create even a simple 3D-model because of the
stone outcrop’s shape complexity. To create such a model it is necessary to take accurate measurements of
billions of points. The results of the previous architectural and geodetic surveys (Fig. 3) and the resulting attempts of graphical reconstructions (Fig. 4) were two-dimensional plans, elevations, sections and perspective
views.

Figure 2: General view of stone outcrops Kamin’ from above (left); view of the inner fortress courtyard (right);
(photographs by V. Rozhko)
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Figure 3: Measurement of architectural cliffside traces using climbing equipment (left); drawings resulting from
M. Rozhko’s architectural and geodetic survey (right); (courtesy of M. Rozhko’s private archive)
As the rock outcrops and cliffside traces are complex, irregular and located on different surfaces, they require
a new spatial approach. The available measurement results (plans, sections, photos) do not give enough spatial understanding of the object. The existing materials of the earlier investigations comprise a huge amount of
data, but the data is not fused into one system, making it very difficult to integrate all information.
To obtain a precise basis for spatial graphical reconstruction of the architectural complex through all of its
phases, several up-to-date methods were combined and applied in 2007-2008. Continuing plans for the
documentation and fixation of the cliffside architecture at Tustan’ include the following (Markov et al. 2008b,
p. 104):
- designing and creation of a reference geodetic network;
- measuring coordinates of the reference geodetic network points and transferring them into a chosen coordinate system;
- planning of laser scanning station locations to minimize “shadows/blind zones” and scanning time;
- placing reference marks on the stone outcrop’s surface in the scanner’s field of view to ensure more effective referencing of scans and integrating them into one model;
- taking 3D-coordinates of laser scanning stations and the target marks with geodetic methods;
- laser scanning with necessary precision and resolution of different parts of the stone outcrop (Fig. 5);
- taking photographs of the stone outcrop and scanner blind zones from different stations with image overlap;

Figure 4: Graphical reconstruction of the fortress Tustan’ on Kamin’, Phase V, plan and section (left), perspective view from north (right); (reconstruction by M. Rozhko, drawings by G. Bartish)
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Figure 5: Laser scanning with Mensi GS200 (left); (photograph by V. Rozhko). A computer-generated image of
the laser-scanned rock face - shaded triangulated irregular network (TIN) (right); (Markov; Dyshlyk 2008a)
- aerial photography and laser scanning (Fig. 6);
- photocamera calibration;
- office processing of the laser scans, integration of model parts into a single model, forming its structural lines,
necessary simplification and generalization, referencing the model to the coordinate system;
- office processing of the terrestrial photographs, photogrammetric stereoscope vectorization of the model in
blind zones, spatial referencing of received elements to the coordinate system;
- office processing of aerial photography, building the 3D-model from aerial nadir view, spatial referencing of
received elements to the coordinate system;
- integrating all parts of the model, created with different technologies, into a single model;
- texturing the model using the appropriate snapshots.
A precise solid model of the stone outcrop with all cliffside traces of the wooden construction (Fig. 7) will become the basis for a spatial graphical reconstruction of the log fortress with the help of computer-assisted design (CAD) systems. The digital 3D-model will present the different variants of reconstruction - all (five for Tustan’) major phases of log construction. The 3D-model of the stone outcrop is a part of a four-dimensional (plus
time) historical geographic information system (GIS) of the territory now being created, on which both the cliffside fortress site and the former town of Tustan’ are included. The GIS model also incorporates aerial photography, historical maps, materials resulting from archaeological survey, monitoring of the territory by the state
and information from previous investigations. A researcher will be able to easily operate the entire site’s survey
data in space and time to make complex decisions about reconstruction, preservation, conservation and site
management.

Figure 6: Aerial photograph of the town of Tustan’ territory (right); and enlargement of the rock outcrops
Kamin’ (left), made with Vexcel UltraCam-X camera; (photographs courtesy of Geomatica, 2008)
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Figure 7: Draft 3D- model (TIN shaded surface) of rock outcrops Kamin’, view from south (left) and west (right);
(rendering by V. Rozhko, model by Geomatica)
The scientific graphical spatial reconstruction of log cliffside architecture is based mostly on the architectural
traces, chiselled into the rock face, which provide information about construction details – the location of
walls, beams, roof, etc.; their form, dimensions (height or width, thickness, sometimes length); number of floors
etc. Later analogues such as local traditional log defensive, residential and sacral architecture were used for
reconstruction above the rocks (Fig. 8). The main information sources about log cliffside architecture for its
graphical reconstruction are analyzed in Table 1.
More general information can be extracted from local conditions (that is climate - rain, snow, wind load; building materials; relief and possibilities for building technology; defensive capabilities) as well as context (art of
siege, construction culture, analogues – vernacular and defensive architecture, metric system) etc. Today a
ruin of masonry wall in Tustan, for example, is situated between two parallel chiselled channels for the former
wooden walls. The wall was built in the second half of thirteenth century, so there were no log constructions after the building of the masonry wall. The lack of information from one source can be acquired from another.
The spatial combination of cliffside traces contains different information. Some trace groups define wooden
constructions from three sides (two vertical and bottom), some define two sides (opposite vertical or bottom
and vertical); some show only one side (vertical or horizontal) and direction. The 3D-model helps to combine
or separate all data in space and time, and influences the conceptualization of changes and variants of
graphical reconstruction.
Besides graphical reconstruction, a 3D-model of the stone outcrops and log constructions and GIS of the territory are the basis for other investigations: site emergency planning; preservation; conservation; restoration; site
interpretation and presentation; reconstruction design; calculations for wooden constructions, including snow
and wind load; fire radius for bows, cross-bows; fighting characteristics and possibilities of siege machines; the
medieval system of signaling over large distances in the mountains; siege simulation, etc. 3D-modelling with
CAD-systems is now the only precise way to explore the possibility of a hypothetical 3000 year old solar calendar, located in the form of solar signs, chiselled into the rock face on different levels and surfaces.

Figure 8: Cliffside traces and graphical reconstruction of log constructions of the defensive wall (left) and gate
tower (right); (Rozhko 1996, pp.18, 142)
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Table 1: The main information sources and their level of informativity about log cliffside architecture
Source
Rock shape
Chiselled channels
Chiselled holes
Rock cracks
Excavated foundation
Wooden artifacts
Wall plaster clay
*Unknown
**Probably, about
***Obviously, precisely

Character
**
***
***
***
***
**
*

Profile
**
***
***
***
***
*
*

Thickness
*
***
***
***
***
***
**

Diameter
*
*
***
*
**
***
***

Length
**
**
**
**
***
***
*

Location
**
***
***
**
***
**
**

Species
*
*
*
*
***
***
***

Dating
*
*
*
*
***
***
***

The stone outcrops are under continuous deterioration, both from natural and anthropogenic causes; the 3Dmodel, created with the help of laser scanning technology, can fix precisely the present state of the monument for future generations and, combining with GIS, is the basis for monitoring of the deterioration. It also allows, through computer simulation, to determine the original location of fallen stones. The 3D-model will also
be used for virtual tours and animated movies about the development and everyday life of the fortress.
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
The general principles of spatial fixation and documentation of the architectural traces developed by archaeologist Mykhailo Rozhko haven’t been changed, but are supplemented with new technologies which
give the researcher more complex, integral, variable instruments. Such steps as drawing specific sections and
plans are unnecessary because the CAD-systems can quickly and easily generate any of them, calculate areas, volumes etc. The inventory of architectural traces is necessary in any case, because laser scanner precisely fixes the rock surface, but cannot distinguish cliffside traces from natural formations. So the 3D-model
must integrate earlier research results. 3D-modelling will simplify graphical reconstruction and the entire research process, so today the computer helps to gather together everything that was accomplished through
the genius and perseverance of one man. This methodology is now being tested and implemented in the
State Historic-Cultural Preserve Tustan’ with the help of specialists-consultants from Geomatica (Kyiv, Ukraine).
The 3D-model of the stone outcrops is now 70% finished; the 3D-graphical reconstruction of the cliffside fortress
has begun. This new approach, based on almost 40 years of investigations and up-to-date technology, becomes a unique method for further exploration of the recently discovered little known log cliffside architecture.
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